To

Director Generals
CRPF/ITBP/CISF/SSB

Subject:--FLYING TRAINING OF CPFs OFFICERS

Kindly refer to this Ministry letter No.9/11/05/MHA-AW/2009 dated 02nd Feb 2009.

2. HAL Academy Bangalore and Basic Flying Training School, IAF Allahabad has allotted the sufficient vacancies for Helicopter flying training of CPFs officers. But due to non receipt of sufficient nominations from CPFs, only 5 CPFs officers could be shortlisted and finally selected for undergoing flying training.

3. In order to utilise the allotted vacancies for flying training of CPFs officers for deputing them for flying training to ultimately use them in MHA Air Wing, CRPF/ITBP/CISF/SSB/BSF are requested to forward nominations 10 CPFs officers each in the rank of Asstt Commandant/Dy Commandant who are willing and eligible for final selection. Nominations must reach HQ DG BSF positively by 30th July 2009. The eligibility criteria will be as under:-
   i) Direct entry young officers.
   ii) Science background with Physics and Maths in Intermediate (10+2).
   iii) Shape-1 medical category.
   i) Age below 30 years.
   ii) Must have completed the mandatory field tenure as prescribed in Recruitment Rules.
   iii) Good record of service.
   iv) Aptitude for flying (which will be checked by IGRUA/HAL/IAF).
   v) All the sponsored officers will have to execute a bond that they shall not leave the service after flying training for a specific period as decided by the Government.

3. Kindly treat most urgent.

Sd/xxx 17/07/2009
(B K SAHU)
DIRECTOR (PERS)
Tel-23092659

Copy to:-
1. DG BSF - For short listing of CPFs officers on receipt of nomination from other CPFs for further sending them on flying training.

2. NIC, North Block- To upload this circular on MHA website.